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the unofficial guide to master deluge 2018 update - deluge seems like a vw beetle from the inside but once you open the
hood you could be looking at a ferrari engine if you learn how to optimize deluge like a pro it could be easily turned from a
simple and light bittorrent client into the most powerful torrenting tool deluge the king of customization is an
underappreciated client that is usually overlooked, github imthenachoman how to secure a linux server an - an evolving
how to guide for securing a linux server that hopefully also teaches you a little about security and why it matters this guides
purpose is to teach you how to secure a linux server there are a lot of things you can do to secure a linux server and this
guide will attempt to cover as, informationweek serving the information needs of the - comparitech assessed the
websites of more than 7 500 politicians in 37 countries and found 60 8 did not use valid ssl certificates, serviio 1 9 2
package for synology nas pc load letter - running the serviio dlna server on a nas is a very efficient solution it allows all
your media to be constantly available to all your devices all without the need for a dedicated media pc most tv and bluray
players are already capable media renderers so indexing the library retrieving metadata and streaming the, hikvision s
built in nvr like capabilities network - hello i am trying to cover all of my bases before purchasing a nas this is the first
time i have tried to set up any brand of ip camera and so far it is going ok, how to watch television for free without
paying for cable - for a more detailed look at installing playon check out this post on installing playon so here s how the
above cited items are setup at our house in order to stream video from the web to our tv, full text of new internet archive search the history of over 349 billion web pages on the internet
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